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Abstract

lt is often seen that when Nautilus are kept in an aquarium, the water gets Souled

and makes it di範cult to maintain good quality of water in the tank. To prolong the

recording of the breeding, spawnlng and predatory behavior of Nautilus and to keep

good quality of water in the tank, a new design of breeding apparatus was used. Ry the

help of this device, food particles were successfully removed and this made it easier to

clean the tank. Also, the water temperature was maintained by a series or Nautilus.
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Introduction

Breeding and exhibition of the Nautilus, a living fossil, have been recently car-

ried out at several aquaria in Japan. However, because the circumstances of breed一

mg and keeping the nautilus seem not to reach a satisぬctory level, every nautilus

in these aquaria does not retain its orlglnal vitality. We observed that, because the

nautilus is an abyssalぬuna, the temperature of the sea water must be kept con-

stantly low (below 20℃ even in summer) and the sea water soon gets polluted by

a great amount of excretion. Accordingly, we set up a new breeding device design

to eliminate these problems. By controlling the supply of natural sea water and by

cooling the whole apparatus, the water temperature of a compact water tank is

kept at 14℃ in winter and 18℃ in summer. Consequently, we succeeded in observ-

ing Nautilus's breeding, spawnlng, and predation behavior over a long period of

time. In the present paper, we would like to report on the design and mnction of

our apparatus.

Breeding device of Nautilus (Shown in Fig 1)

1) A breeding box (I) to which a heat insulator is amxed contains the whole

breeding device and the box (1) is cooled by an air conditioner II (7)

2) The仕ont su血ce of a breeding tank (2) in the box (I) is covered by transpar-

ent plates of vinyl chloride. There are two plates, each I mm in thickness, formlng

a sealed air layer between them which is effective against the misting of the glass,

and in heat insulating.

3) The natural sea water is supplied to the breeding tank (2) through a tank鮒ter

(3) a鮎r cooling primarily in a drain tank (4).

4) The following parts-are all installed outside of the breeding box (1): the radia-

tors of the air conditioners I (6) and II (7), a motor of the pump (5), a
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condenser of the lighting equipment, and an air pump.

The above mentioned apparatus made it possible , as shown in (case 1), that,

when l152 〟 /day (about 7 turns/day and natural sea water at 25℃ is supplied,

the temperature of the supplied water to the tank nlter (3) becomes 22℃ (3℃

lower) due to the primary cooling in the drain tank (4) and consequently the tcm-

perature in the breeding tank (2) is maintained at 14℃ the temperature of the

natural sea water was 28℃ in summer, the temperature in the breeding tank could

be maintained at 18℃.

(case 1) september 27, 1987

amount of supplied water: 800 mO/min. - 〟 /h - 1152 〟 /day

- 7 tums/day - 165 〟/turns

Temperature of supplied water (Natural sea water): 25℃

Temperature of supplied water (a偶er primary cooling): 22℃

Water temperature in the breeding tank: 14℃

(case 2) october 25, 1987

Amount of supplied water: 1000 mQ/min. -60 〟 /h - 1440 〟 /day

- 9 tums/day - 1160　utums

Temperature of supplied water (Natural sea water): 24℃

Temperature of supplied water (a偶er primary cooling): 21℃

Water temperature in the breeding tank: 14℃

(Case 3) July, 1988

Pumping water (1681 ) in and out of the breeding tank (2)

Amount of supplied water (pump): about 17 〟 /min. - 1000 〟 /h

- 24 t/day

Amount of natural sea water supplied: 0.8 〟 /min. - 48 〟 /h

- 1152 〟/day～2.5 〟/mid. - 150 a/h - 3600 〟/day

The sea water is pumped directly紅om the sea and鮒tered through urethane･

The breeding tank contains 168 〟 of sea water and the specifications are

shown above. The changing rate of the water supplied by the pump (5) is approxi-

mately ら turn/h and that of natural sea water is about 7 - 21 tum/day.

The water is supplied downward from a faucet which was placed just inside

the water surぬcc at the right-仕ont side of the breeding tank. There are two rea-

sons to do : first, because in the previous experiment we round some Nautili had

lost their trim control so in order to avoid this we designed the system to prevent

bubbles being generated in the tank. Second this system was also designed to pro-

duce currents in the tank. Since the direction of the supplied water is紅om the

down right紅ont, the main stream goes仕om down to up in the diagonalねr len

side and consequently a rotational stream is created in the tank.
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The water in the breeding tank is drained紅om an overnow set on the top le允

comer of the tank Fig. 1 (a).

As has been mentioned above, there is a rotational stream in the tank and

therefore excrements and small food - residues are almost completely drained away

in twenty or thirty minutes. As a result, only big residue of food, such as nsh

bones and shells remain in the tank. Thus pollution hardly occurs and it is easy to

clean the tank.

Five cylindrical tubes made of transparent polystyrene ( 0 60× 100) with small

holes are set, as spawn nests, on the right hand comer of the breeding tank

Fig. 1 (a). This place isぬr紅Om the main rotational stream and紅ee紅om cxcre-

mcnt pollution and small food residues･

Maintenance of the tank filter

All sea water overnowing the breeding tank (2) drains into the鮒st鮒ter in

the rear side of the tank鮒ter and the water runs through a net and urethane nl-

ter. The same amount as that oでthe supplied natural sea water drains請om the

bottom of the紳st nlter into the drain tank (4). The rest of the sea water passes

through the角rst鮒ter, mixes with仕esh sea water, runs through urethane and

sand nlters, and then is cooled by a heat exchanger of the air conditioner I

(6). The sea water is nnally pumped into the breeding tank (2) through suction

nlter.

Since lumps of excrement and food residue accumulate in the nrst角lter, the

net must be washed with sea water every day (aner detaching it紅om the vessel).

On the other hand, the urcthane鮒ter may be washed with water once a week.

Cleanlng Of the whole tank niter is done once a month. In the season when

the temperature of the natural sea water is higher, a valve in the breeding-tank-

side, one of the two valves in the water-supply - side of the pump (5), will be

closed, and a valve in the tank-鮒ter-side, the other valve of the two, will be

opened a請er cleaning; then the pump starts operating

Having established a closed circuit, the sea water circulates in the tank鯖lter.

The pump lS run until the temperature of the sea water is the same as that in the

breeding tank. ARer cooling, the valves retum to their normal position, then the

sea water is supplied into the breeding tank (2).

(1) Breeding box W: 180cm D: 75cm H:120cm

Material of outer血ame: concrete panel, 12mm thick

Material of heat insulator: roam polystyrene, 10mm thick

(2) Breeding tank W: 56cm D: 47cm H: 64cm

Effective volume: approx. 168 〟

(Made of acrylic)

The spawning nest" ( 0 60× 100; made of transparent polystyrene with small

holes) is set on the upper right corner.
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(b)

Fig. The breeding apparatus system

(a) A top view　(b) A side view

(3) Tank鮒ter W: 45cm D: 60cm H: 50cm

A half (rear) part: urethane niter, loom thick, and a cylindrical鮒ter (consists

of net and urethane) set on the upper part.

The other half (Hont) part: quartz sand (2-4mm grain) 5cm deep on the bot-

tom. The air conditioner I, a heat exchanger, and suction鮒ter of the pump are
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set on the upper part.

(4) Drain tank W: 25cm D: 35cm H: 47cm

A heat exchanger titanic tube: ( 0 16×10m) set in the tank; one end is a re一

ccptor and the other leads to the tank鮒ter. The supplied water is cooled primarily

by draining.

(5)pump

REI- SEA

RMD-15 (rated output low)

171 /min. (pressure head 〟 m/hour)

(6) Air conditioner I

TOYO LAB COOL LC - 130E ( compressor: 130W)

Used for cooling the sea water in the tank批er (3)

The route of the sea water

(8) valve fbi water supply (natural sea water)

J
(9) Water receptor

J
(4-1) Heat exchanger (in the tank niter)

(3-1) Urethanc niter

Exit (same amount as supply)

〔
(4) Drain tank

†
Cylindrical nrst nlter

(rear pan of the tank批er)　　　　(rear part of the tank批er)

J
(3-2) Bottom

(tank創tcr)

J
(3-3) sand nlter

(front part or the tank filter)

J
(3-4) suction鮒ter

(五〇mt pan of the tank批er; surrounded

the heat exchanger of the air conditioner

) Pump

J
(2) Dreeding tank

y

)

L
U
 
I
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(7) Air conditioner II

Type unknown (for refrigerator) ( compressor: 200W)

Used for air conditioning the breeding box (I).

(8) Lighting equipment

10w nuorescent lamp covered with blue color鮒ter ( vinyl chloride plate lmm

thick)

(9)valve

for supplying the natural sea water.




